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Cloud service in 15 

countries and 33 

multi-cloud connects 

in 12 countries

R&D 

investment 

USD 3.6 

billion*

Top 100 

Innovation 

Provider**

Global 

Tier 1
IP backbone 

provider

Support over 

47 technologies 

in 14 languages 

across 145 

countries 

Total 

revenue 

USD 106 

billion

Mitigate 2bn 

security threats 

each year 24/7 MSS SOCs 

globally

2,000 cyber experts

10
Pioneer in 

managed 

SD WAN +
SD WAN services and 

NFV hosted out of 75+ 

network hosted nodes

3,000
strategy, architecture, 

technology, and 

delivery professionals

Cisco

Gold

Partner
in 33 countries 

Platform 

delivered 

Managed 

Services 

Global MPLS 

in 190+ 

countries

Analytics near real-

time reporting and 

insight through 

Managed 

Center

283,000

employees 

worldwide

NTT at a glance

*annual average over the next 5 years across NTT Group; **Clarivate Analytics



The changing landscape in the 

sports & entertainment industry

Online sports video

Live streaming, interactive services, 

AR/VR, remote match-day experiences, 

watermarking to prevent piracy

Tech-driven analytics

Sensors to track vitals and 

movements for real-time reporting

Geo-targeted ads

In-stadium billboards customized on 

TV based on viewer’s geography

Remote production hubbing

Centralized sports production using 

high-speed fibre or wireless raw feed 

from the event

Wearable technologies and prosthetics

More than 120 million units shipped in 

2018, with smart garments being the top 

category

Advanced materials

New materials to enhance 

performance, such as aerospace-

grade aluminium to improve shock 

resistance

Smart labs

Network of labs in clusters and 

companies

Smart stadiums

Heating and air conditioning, 

dynamic infrastructure and 

Internet connectivity

TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION IN THE 

SPORT & ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY

SERVICES

EVENTS INFRASTRUCTURE

GOODS

Source: Kearney



5G is

a disruptive technology

SPEED

DEVICE DENSITY

LATENCY

4G

80 Mbps

100,000 / KM2

10 ms

5G

1,000 Mbps

1,000,000 / KM2

1 ms



5G is enabling

game-changing opportunities

CONNECTED CARS
with AI and ultra-low latency

SMART WORLD
with massive M2M connectivity

ULTIMATE GAMING EXPERIENCE
with AR and VR

SMART & AUTOMATED HOMES
with AI and connected sensors

ULTRA-FAST INTERNET
with fibre-like speeds

ULTRA HD MOBILE STREAMING
with fibre-like speeds



CONNECTED STADIUM

CONNECTED TEAM CONNECTED ATHLETE

CONNECTED FAN

5G is meaningful for the

sports and entertainment industry

ULTRA-HIGH

SPEEDS

ULTRA-LOW

LATENCY

ULTRA-HIGH

DENSITY

Immersive Customer Experience

Real-Time Data Engagement



5G will elevate 

the entire sports fan experience

CONNECTED STADIUM

Drones
to improve live broadcasting with 5G speeds

Virtual Reality
to enhance live broadcasting with 5G speeds

CONNECTED FAN

Virtual Reality
for a more interactive viewing experience

Smart Assistants
to address fan inquiries (stats, players, etc.)

CONNECTED ATHLETE

Smart Devices / IoT
made possible by 5G’s ultra-low latency 

Smart 

Glass

Performance 

Monitoring

On-body 

sensors

Smart Clothing

Activity Tracker

Smart Band



5G will create

a whole new racing fan experience

Source: Deloitte, Internet of Things (IoT) in Sports, 2018; Industry reporting

Fan follows fastest 

directions to seat 

provided by app

Fan gets alert of closest 

concession through 

location-based data

Fan watches replay, 

shares it on social 

media and gets a 

discount for his post

Fan goes to racecourse store 

and purchases items with 

loyalty programme

Fan purchases tickets 

using mobile app

Fan drives to racecourse and 

finds parking spot following 

directions from mobile app

Fan drives home following 

app and rates game-day 

experience with app

Fan receives a rain alert, 

app recommends 

shortest route to car 

while staying dry

In-stadium experience enabled by 5G

Fan enjoys access to 

real-time data on 

horses and jockeys

Fan bets as race is 

halfway through
Race starts



Data Engagement is a reality in the 

sports and entertainment industry

Sensors installed on every bike 

allowed to analyse >150m data 

points per stage, powering the 

real-time visualisations offered 

to fans







Immersive CX is a reality in the 

sports and entertainment industry

By capturing matches using 

360˚ video cameras, the 

audience can now watch the 

events as an immersive 

experience through headsets 

or mobile

VIRTUAL REALITY

Basketball fans can subscribe to 

VR passes to enjoy a courtside 

experience

In the “At Bat” app, baseball fans in the 

stadium can use their mobile devices to 

instantly obtain a comprehensive 

picture of each player's statistics

The audience enjoys an immersive 

experience with data enriched 

visual content, even in the 

stadium

AUGMENTED REALITY ULTRA REALITY

Multiple 4K camera images are 

combined into a super-wide image

such as 12K in real-time and 

transmitted to remote locations

Wherever they are, baseball fans 

can view sports as if they were 

watching it live in the stadium 

or on the field





• Technology is now an 

• integral part of the sports and entertainment industry

• 5G will strengthen fan engagement by enriching sports content with

• visual and impactful real-time data

• 5G will revolutionize fan engagement by delivering an 

• immersive customer experience
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